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The spin Hall effect, Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction, Rashba effect, etc. are

extremely important effects for the development of the conduction

phenomenon of spin electronics due to the breaking of the spatial inversion

symmetry of the hetero interfacemade of heavymetals such as Pt andW. These

are due to SOI (spin-orbit interaction). Most of these studies have been

conducted in the frequency domain below GHz, and there are few studies

in the energy domain of light. Therefore, in the region of light energy, the

magnetic optical Kerr effect spectra of the TbCo/Pt hetero-structured film with

large SOI from the Pt interface and the TbCo/Cu hetero-structured film with

small SOI from the Cu interface were measured, and the permittivity tensors

were investigated respectively. As a result, in the TbCo/Pt hetero-structured

film, the dielectric constant off-diagonal component real part of the thin TbCo

layer increased about twice as much as that of bulk TbCo in the energy region

smaller than 2.5 eV. However, this increase was not observed in the TbCo/Cu

hetero-structured film. This result suggests that the influence of the Pt hetero

interfacewhere the spatial inversion symmetry is brokenmay appear even in the

energy region of light. Furthermore, it has been confirmed that TbCo/W hetero-

structured film usingWwith a large SOI has the same increasing effect as that of

the TbCo/Pt.
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Introduction

In recent years, the interesting interfacial effects generated

in the heterostructure of the magnetic layer and heavy metal

layer have been attracting attention; such as spin injection into

the magnetic layer from the heavy metal layer [1, 2],

Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction [3, 4], and Rashba effect

[5]. The memory, sensor and neuromorphic devices based on

these interfacial effects have been invented and studied [6–8].

These interfacial effects originate from the Spin-Orbit

Interaction (SOI) which generates in the interface of the

heavy metal layer and the magnetic layer. However, the

value of some interfacial effects depends on the

measurement method [9], and guidelines for increasing the

interfacial effect have not yet been clearly obtained. Therefore,

further investigation of the interfacial effects is needed.

On the other hand, Magneto-Optical Kerr Effect (MOKE)

measurement has been used as a famous method for the non-

contact and simple evaluation of magnetic properties in

magnetic materials. In recent years, it is also frequently

used for spintronics research; to observe domain wall

motion in magnetic nanowires, to evaluate spin Hall effect

in heavy metals, and to detect spin-orbit torque in magnetic

layer/heavy metal layer heterostructures [10–13]. We can also

evaluate the off-diagonal part of permittivity, which is the

magneto-optical properties that determine the magnitude of

the magneto-optical effect, from MOKE measurement

[14–19]. In the study of the magneto-optical Kerr spectrum

of Co/Pt multilayer films, it is often reported that a very large

Kerr rotation angle can be obtained in the ultraviolet region.

However, these results have a symmetric structure in the

stacking direction, and there are few reports of an

asymmetric structure. Also, there is little discussion of the

Kerr spectrum in the infrared region. The origin of the

magneto-optical Kerr effect in the ultraviolet region is

mainly electronic transitions, but the influence of

conduction electrons remains in the magneto-optical Kerr

effect in the infrared region. Therefore, it is expected that the

effect of breaking the spatial inversion symmetry of the hetero

interface consisting of heavy metals and magnetic layers may

appear in the magneto-optical Kerr effect in the infrared

region.

Therefore, Saito’s group at Tohoku Univ. Have been

reported the magneto-refractive effect of Co/Ru multilayer

in the infrared region [20, 21]. They found that a signal

similar to the giant magneto-resistance effect due to spin-

dependent scattering is detected in the infrared region of the

MOKE signal. This is considered to be evidence that the

influence of conduction electrons is visible in the infrared

region. However, in the visible region, only the normal

magnetic hysteresis curve due to optical transition can be

observed. If the spin-dependent scattering is caused by

interfacial SOI, MOKE is expected to be a highly sensitive

and easy method to detect interfacial effects. However, there

have been few reports on the changes in magneto-optical

properties due to the interfacial effects, because the amount

of MOKE signal of the magnetic thin layer is extremely small.

To detect the small signal, optical interference effect has been

used. Dielectric materials with designed thickness have been

prepared above or bottom of the magnetic material so that

multiple reflections occur at the top and bottom interfaces of

the dielectric layer. These many reflections at the dielectric/

magnetic layer interface increase Kerr rotation angle [21].

This method is used to detect recorded data on Magneto-

Optical disks with high sensitivity [22], and to facilitate the

observation of domain wall motion in ferromagnetic and

antimagnetic materials with low net magnetization by MOKE

microscopy [23, 24]. Moreover, we have shown that it is

possible to enhance the MOKE signal by optical multiple

interferences even in magnetic materials as thin as a few nm,

and the measured value agrees well with the calculated value

using the refractive index method [25]. After that, the

difference between measured and calculated MOKE

spectra in asymmetric film structures which generate

interfacial SOI [26] can be successfully detected. Using

this technique, five types of bi-layer films of TbCo/Pt,

TbCo/W, TbCo/Ta, TbCo/Ru, and TbCo/Cu are prepared,

and the magneto-optical Kerr spectrums are measured. From

these results, the off-diagonal dielectric constant tensor εxy
were investigated. It was found that the real part of the εxy of

Cu heterostructure sample in the infrared region is the same

as the bulk value of the TbCo. This is because the influence of

the spin orbital interaction at the hetero interface is small.

However, in the case of Pt and W heterostructures, they are

larger than that of the bulk TbCo. This is considered to be the

effect of the large spin activation interaction from the heavy

metal layer of Pt or W due to the hetero interface.

Experimental methods

The heterostructure samples are prepared using DC or RF

magnetron sputtering on a non-doped Si (100) substrates. To

enhance the MOKE signal using the optical interference effect in

the infrared region, the optimum SiOx thickness was 100 nm. The

signal of the magneto-optical Kerr effect is large in the case of the

polar magnetic arrangement. Therefore, in order to easily obtain a

perpendicular magnetization film, a rare earth transition metal alloy

such as ferrimagnetic TbCo (composition is Tb: Co = 25 : 75) or

GdFeCo (composition is Gd: Fe: Co = 20 : 60: 20), was used as the

hetero seed layer for themagnetic layer, Pt,W, Ru, Tawith largeDMI

and SHEwere used andCuwith small DMI and SHEwas used as the

comparison. SiNx layer was used as a capping layer to prevent

oxidation of the magnetic layer. The light wavelength dependence

of Kerr rotation angle and ellipticity are measured using a Kerr

spectroscopymeasurement system [27].We used the refractive index
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method to calculate the spectra ofMOKE [28]. By using this method,

we can calculate the heterostructure’s reflectivity of right and left-

handed circularly polarized light from the refractive index of bulk

material of each layer. The refractive index of the substrate and the

layers composing the heterostructure are investigated using an

ellipsometry. We measured the refractive index of about 100 nm

thick layer films, assuming they would have the same optical

properties as the bulk materials. The spectra of MOKE have been

FIGURE 1
(A–F) The measured spectra of reflectivity and the calculated and measured spectra of MOKE. The measured spectra (blue hollow circles) of
reflectivity of 20 nm-thck TbCo sample (A), 6 nm-thck TbCo sample (C) and 3 nm-thck TbCo sample (E). The calculated (solid line) and measured
(solid dots) MOKE spectra of 20 nm-thck TbCo sample (B), 6 nm-thck TbCo sample (D) and 3 nm-thck TbCo sample (F). Black plots and red plots
represent Kerr rotation and ellipticity, respectively. (G,H) The permittivity spectra of bulk TbCo (100 nm) and thin film TbCo (20, 6, 3 nm). The
diagonal elements (G). The off-diagonal elements (H). The square dots show the permittivity of thin film TbCo and the hollow circle dots show bulk
TbCo. Red and yellow plots show the real part of permittivity. Blue plots show the imaginary parts of permittivity.
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calculated using with the light wavelength dependence of the

refractive index of each layer in the heterostructure. The all

samples show perpendicular magnetized film with square ratio of

1. The structure of the RE-TM layer of all samples was amorphous

and the composition was confirmed by EDX.

Results and discussion

The photon energy dependence of
magneto-optical kerr effect and the off-
diagonal terms analysis of the permittivity
for the TbCo/Pt hetero-interface films

In order to investigate the effect of the Drude term on the

magneto-optical effect at the Pt and TbCo hetero interface, the

thickness of the dielectric layer was unified to 100 nm. The

reflectance spectra of the sample structure of the SiNx 10 nm/

TbCo t nm/Pt 3 nm/SiOx 100 nm/Si substrate are shown in

Figure 1 (a) t = 20 nm, (c) t = 6 nm, (e) t = 3 nm. In all the

results, the reflectance is small at around 2.4 eV, that is, the

absorption is large in this region, and the influence of the

magneto-optical effect on the TbCo and Pt hetero interface

can be emphasized. The spectra of the magneto-optical Kerr

rotation angle and the Kerr ellipticity are shown in Figure 1 (b)

t = 20 nm, (d) t = 6 nm, (f) t = 3 nm. The magneto-optical Kerr

rotation angle is indicated by▲ points, and the Kerr ellipticity is

indicated by C points. In addition, the spectra obtained by

calculating the magneto-optical Kerr rotation angle and Kerr

ellipticity using the known optical constants of each layer are also

shown by solid lines in the figure. In the result of (b) t = 20 nm,

the measured value and the calculated value are in good

agreement, and the influence of the hetero interface is not

shown. However, when the TbCo thickness becomes as thin

as (d) t = 6 nm and (f) t = 3 nm, the Kerr ellipticity around 2.3 eV

shows a peak about twice as large as the calculated value. This is

considered to be due to the influence of the hetero interface.

However, this increase in Kerr ellipticity may be due to the

interference effect of the SiOx layer. Therefore, in order to remove the

influence of the interference effect, the spectra of the diagonal and off-

diagonal components of the dielectric constant of the TbCo layer

were obtained. The results are shown in Figures 1G,H diagonal term

|εxx| off-diagonal term |εxy|. For comparison, the respective spectra of

TbCo 100 nm as bulk material are also shown in the figure. The

spectra of the real part (Re |εxx|) and the imaginary part (Im |εxx|) in
the three types of heterostructures with different TbCo film thickness

shown in Figure 1G completely overlap with these values of the bulk

TbCo. From this result, it can be seen that the interference effect due

to the SiOx layer near 2.4 eV in Figures 1A–F has disappeared. Thus,

the |εxx| shows the same spectrum at any TbCo thickness, and the

effect of the hetero-interfacial Pt layer does not appear. So, what

about the effect of the Pt layer on the spectrum of the off-diagonal

terms of the permittivity, where the magnetic properties appear? As

shown in Figure 1H, the spectrum |εxy| at t = 20 nm is almost the

same as that of bulk TbCo. However, the |εxy| of t = 6 nm and t =

3 nm show larger values than bulk TbCo in the energy region smaller

than 2.5 eV. In particular, the increase of the real part Re|εxy| is
remarkable. It is considered that the influence of the SOI at the hetero

interface of the Pt layer is remarkable on the low energy side.

We need to discuss Pt proximity effect in sample structure.

As shown the results reported by S. Uba et al. [29], it is well

known that the magneto-optical Kerr effect of Co/Pt multilayer

films increases in the high energy region above 3eV and decreases

in the low energy region below 3eV. This paper also shows the

proximity effect of Pt in contact with Co, and considers the

proximity effect of Pt as one of the causes of the increase in the

magneto-optical Kerr effect on the high energy side. Assuming

that the Pt proximity effect increases the magneto-optical effect

on the high-energy side, the magneto-optical effect on the low-

energy side is reduced by the Pt proximity effect. As a result, since

the multilayer film structure is Co/Pt/Co/Pt/Co/Pt/Co .., most of

the asymmetries of the hetero interface between Co and Pt cancel

each other out. Therefore, this result is not an evaluation of the

asymmetry of the hetero interface. However, since this magneto-

optical effect is the measurement result of one hetero interface of

TbCo/Pt, we can discuss the asymmetry effect.

In addition, focusing on the relationship between real and

imaginary part of the permittivity, the Kramers–Kronig relation

seems be hold. When one crosses the zero axis, the other shows a

maximum. For example, the Re|εxy| of t = 6 nm film of TbCo has

extremely broad peak and Im|εxy| crosses the zero axis near 2.0 eV in

Figure 1H. The Kramers–Kronig relation seems be hold from this

result.

Dielectric and off-diagonal spectra of
dielectric constants in TbCo/Pt, TbCo/W,
TbCo/Cu, TbCo/Ta, TbCo/Rh hetero-
interfacial bilayer films

If the increase of |εxy| in the low energy region of this TbCo

(6 nm)/Pt (3 nm) heterostructure film is due to the effect of the Pt

layer, similar results should be obtained forW, which has a large SOI

as well as Pt. The experimental results of TbCo (6 nm)/W (3 nm) are

shown in Figure 2J, and it can be seen that both the real and

imaginary parts of |εxy| increase in the energy region smaller than

2.5eV, similar to the results of Pt. As in the case of Pt, the increase in

the real part Re|εxy| is remarkable in the case of W. On the contrary,

in the case of TbCo (6 nm)/Cu (3 nm) using Cuwith a small SOI [30,

31], this increase of the |εxy| should not appear. The experimental

results of Cu are shown in Figure 2D, but no increase of the |εxy| is
observed in any energy region. The small peak in the real part of the

|εxy| near 2.2 eV in Figure 2D is considered to be due to the influence

of the absorption edge of Cu. Thus, the spectral measurement of the

|εxy| is effective method for investigating the influence of the hetero

interface. Therefore, we conducted similar experiments with TbCo
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FIGURE 2
The permittivity spectra of bulk TbCo(100 nm) and thin film TbCo(6 nm). The diagonal elements of Pt-under layer sample (A). The off-diagonal
elements of Pt-under layer sample (B). The diagonal elements of Cu-under layer sample (C). The off-diagonal elements of Cu-under layer sample
(D). The diagonal elements of Ta-under layer sample (E). The off-diagonal elements of Ta-under layer sample (F). The diagonal elements of Ru-under
layer sample (G). The off-diagonal elements of Ru-under layer sample (H). The diagonal elements of W-under layer sample (I). The off-diagonal
elements of W-under layer sample (J). The square dots show the permittivity of thin film TbCo and the hollow circle dots show bulk TbCo. Red and
blue plots show the real part and the imaginary part of permittivity, respectively.
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FIGURE 3
The sample structure and the calculated and measured MOKE spectra. (A–D) The results of Pt-under layer sample. The structure of Pt-under
layer sample with Ta-cap layer (A) and SiNx-cap layer (C). The calculated (solid line) and measured (solid dots) MOKE spectra of the Ta-cap layer
sample (C) and SiNx-cap layer sample (D). (E–H) The results of Ta-under layer sample. The structure of Ta-under layer sample with Pt-cap layer (E)
and SiNx-cap layer (G). The calculated andmeasuredMOKE spectra of the Pt-cap layer sample (F) and SiNx-cap layer sample (H). Black plots and
red plots represent Kerr rotation and ellipticity, respectively.
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(6 nm)/Ru (3 nm) and TbCo (6 nm)/Ta (3 nm) hetero-structured

films. It is known that the influence of the hetero interface of SOI of

Ru and Ta is not as great as that of Pt andW. As shown in Figure 2H

Ru, the increase of the Re|εxy| in the lower energy region can be seen,
however the value is not so remarkable. This result can be attributed

to Ru’s DMI being smaller than that of Pt [32]. On the other hand, in

the case of TbCo/Ta in Figure 2F, on the contrary, the Re|εxy|
decreases in the low energy region compared to bulk TbCo, and the

Im|εxy| decreases in the medium energy region. It is generally known

that the effect of large SOI created by this Pt interface with broken

spatial inversion symmetry appears as an electron conduction

phenomenon in a very small energy region. However, it would be

surprising if it could be observed even in the low energy region of

light.

Stacked structure dependence of the
diagonal and off-diagonal spectra of the
permittivity in the X/TbCo/Y hetero-
structured film (X, Y: Ta, SiNx, Pt)

The above results were all the results of the Pt base layer and

the SiNx cap layer. As shown in Figure 3D , in the case of the Pt

base layer, the Kerr ellipticity peaked at around 2.3 eV, which was

larger than the calculation result. On the other hand, in the case

of the Ta base layer in Figure 3H, the Kerr ellipticity had a peak

near 1.9 eV, and the value was smaller than the calculated value.

Then, what happens in the case of the Ta cap layer and Pt base

layer? The result is shown in Figure 3B. Since the ellipticity

increases in the Pt base decreases in the Ta cap layer, the

spectrum of the ellipticity becomes almost the same as the

calculated value. The reverse structure is shown in Figure 3H,

but the experimental value is smaller than the calculated value. In

this way, it was found that the spectrum changes significantly

even in the positional relationship between the base layer and the

cap layer at the hetero interface.

Dielectric and off-diagonal spectra of the
dielectric constant of GdFeCo/Pt and
GdFeCo/Cu heterostructured films with
small spin-orbit interaction Gd

Is the increase in the |εxy| in the low energy region of the

TbCo/Pt heterostructure film related to Tb having a large orbital

magnetic moment and a large spin-orbit interaction? Therefore,

a GdFeCo/Pt hetero-structured film using Gd without orbital

magnetic moment was prepared, and the spectra of the |εxx| and
|εxy| were investigated. The respective results are shown in

Figures 4A,B. For comparison, the spectra of GdFeCo/Cu

using Cu with small SOI are also shown in Figures 4C,D. The

|εxx| spectra of GdFeCo/Pt and GdFeCo/Cu both showed good

FIGURE 4
The permittivity spectra of bulk GdFeCo (100 nm) and thin film GdFeCo (6 nm). The diagonal elements of Pt-under layer sample (A). The off-
diagonal elements of Pt-under layer sample (B). The diagonal elements of Cu-under layer sample (C). The off-diagonal elements of Cu-under layer
sample (D). The square dots show the permittivity of thin film and the hollow circle dots show bulk GdFeCo. Red and blue plots show the real part and
the imaginary part of permittivity, respectively.
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agreement with the spectra of bulk GdFeCo. In addition, the

Re|εxy| of GdFeCo/Pt was slightly above the value of bulk

GdFeCo and slightly below the Im|εxy| in the entire energy

range. This result is different from TbCo/Pt, and the small

spin-orbit interaction of Gd may lead to a broad spectrum

without peaks. On the other hand, the results of GdFeCo/Cu

almost overlapped with the calculated values in the entire energy

range, and the results were similar to those of TbCo/Cu.

Thickness dependence of TbCo figure of
merit

It was found that the off-diagonal terms of the permittivity of

TbCo/Pt and TbCo/W hetero-structured films are significantly

higher than the values of bulk TbCo in the low energy region. In

order to apply this result as a magneto-optical device, it is

necessary to investigate the Figure of Merit (FOM), which is

the product of the dielectric constant off-diagonal term and the

reflectance. R. Gamble et al. reported that the upper limit of FOM

of any structure which includes the magnetic layer is proportional

to the absolute value of off-diagonal of permittivity, |εxy| [33]. The
figure of merit spectrum is shown in Figure 5. As shown in Figures

1A,C,E, the reflectance of all films was low in the low energy

region, but the figure of merit of the TbCo/Pt heterostructured

film with thinner TbCo layer thickness increased remarkably

compared with that of bulk TbCo. When the TbCo film

thickness is 3 nm, the figure of merit doubles compared to

bulk TbCo, indicating that the heterostructure with Pt is

beneficial for application. On the other hand, when the TbCo

film thickness is 20 nm, no benefit is seen because the value is

equivalent to that of bulk TbCo.

Conclusion

In summary, we investigated whether the influence of the

hetero interface of TbCo/Pt appears in the spectrum of the

magneto-optical Kerr effect. The spectra of the permittivity

diagonal terms |εxx| of the thin TbCo layer of the hetero-

structured film were in good agreement with the spectra of

the bulk TbCo. On the other hand, the spectrum of the

dielectric constant off-diagonal term |εxy| of the thin TbCo

layer of the hetero-structure film increased twice as much as

the spectrum of the bulk TbCo only in the low energy region.

This may be due to the large SOI created by the Pt interface with

broken spatial inversion symmetry. This increase of the |εxy| was
also confirmed in the TbCo/W hetero-structured film using W

showing a large SOI. On the contrary, in the TbCo/Cu hetero-

structured film using Cu showing only a small SOI, this increase

of the |εxy| was not observed. Thus, the increase of the |εxy| on the
low energy region is considered to depend on the magnitude of

the SOI created by the hetero-structure with broken spatial

inversion symmetry. It is generally known that the effect of

large SOI created by this Pt interface with broken spatial

inversion symmetry appears as an electron conduction

phenomenon in a very small energy region. However, it

would be surprising if it could be observed even in the low

energy region of light.

These were the result of a heterostructured film made of a

thin TbCo alloy containing Tb with a large orbital magnetic

moment. Therefore, the |εxy| spectra of the GdFeCo/Pt

heterostructured film and the GdFeCo/Cu heterostructured

film using Gd in which the orbital magnetic moment has

disappeared were investigated. The |εxy| of GdFeCo/Pt was

higher than that of bulk GdFeCo, and the |εxy| of GdFeCo/Cu
was the same as that of bulk GdFeCo. From this result, the

characteristics of the Pt heterointerface and the Cu

heterointerface with broken spatial inversion symmetry could

be reproduced. However, the increase in |εxy| due to this Pt hetero
interface was slight and appeared in the entire energy range.

Moreover, when the figure of merit of the magneto-optical effect

of the TbCo/Pt heterostructure film was calculated in the low

energy region, it was found that the value was about twice as large

as that of the bulk TbCo. Generally, in order to electrically

measure SOI such as DMI and SHE of a hetero-magnetic

structure with broken spatial inversion symmetry, it is

necessary to microfabricate the sample using an expensive

equipment. However, if the SOI can be measured with light,

they can be easily evaluated without expensive sample

processing. For that purpose, it is necessary to construct a

theory to identify the SOI from the measurement results of

the magneto-optical effect (increase in the off-diagonal term

of the permittivity) in the long wavelength region. We hope that

this proposal will contribute to the development of spintronics.

FIGURE 5
The Figure ofmerit |εxy| of the different thickness (bulk (brown
dots), 20 nm (yellow dots), 6 nm (orange dots), 3 nm (red dots)) of
TbCo layer samples.
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